Bose-Einstein correlations in proton-proton collisions is an effective tool to study the space structure of the production amplitude. Usually rather simple parametrization of particle-emission distribution function has been used -exponential or gaussian form. However if one consider a particle source as an expanding media the symmetric Levy distribution as the generalization exponential can be used.Then additional parameter -the index of stability -will appear. All parameters dependencies on the charged particle density and on the mean transverse momentum of the pion/hadron in the correlated pair are investigated.
Introduction
An effective tool to study the space-time structure of the production amplitude is to measure the Bose-Einstein correlations (BEC) between two identical particles produced in the inclusive hadron interaction, see, for example, [1] − [4] . The idea is as follows. To satisfy the Bose-Einstein statistics we have to sum up the amplitudes with all the permutations of the identical secondary bosons. After the permutation of two bosons (pions) the amplitude gets the factor exp(irq), where 4-vectors q = p 2 − p 1 is the difference between the pions momenta while r = r 1 − r 2 is the space separation between these pions. So the two particle cross section corresponding to the bare production amplitude M(....r 1 , r 2 , ....) becomes
proportional to the the factor (1+ < exp(irq) >). The ... denote the averaging over r 1 and r 2 . Due to fast oscillations, for a large q the mean value of this exponent vanishes after the integration over the r 1,2 -coordinates. On the other hand < exp(irq) > → 1 for a very low q, enlarging the cross section two times. So we have a peak at q → 0 and the inverse width of the peak characterizes the size of the domain from which the pions were emitted. To extract the effect the measured Q spectrum
is compared with a similar one but without BEC. Q is the invariant mass of two BEC particles considered as massless. To be precise we form the ratio
where dN/dQ is the two pion distribution integrated over all the variables except Q , and dN ref /dQ is the distribution expected in a world without BEC. There are different ways to choose dN ref /dQ. We may measure the π + π − Q-distribution for non-identical pions; or we may change the sign of the three momentum of the second pion p 2 → − p 2 in the calculation Q value; and so on (e.g. see very first LHC CMS BEC analysis [5] ). For the conventional 'one-radius' fit the simplest parametrization is usually used:
Parameter R =r is the radius of the radiation area 1 , λ can be called as a strength of BEC, and a and b describe a simplest background to BEC. This approach can be considered as a "microscopic", i.e. proposed description are applied to a single elementary interaction. An experimental event , however , is a result of multiple interaction. This fact is already proved and the simulation of the process of multi-particle production based on such hypothesis (MC) at least qualitatively agrees with observations. At the same time one might consider a macroscopic picture -a source of Multi-particle production may be considered as an expanding media. Especially such vision is relevant in searches of quark-gluon plasma in experiments with Heavy Ion Collisions (see as an example LBL experiment PHENIX last publications [6] ).
Levy parameterizations
One might suppose that multi-particle final state is the result of many independent point-like collisions with stohastic vertex coordinates. Then following to the Central Limit Theorem (CLT) the distribution of particles source position will have a Gaussian form. The first BEC experiments does not contradicts to such possibility. However large statistics LHC experiment studies exclude this simple approach. Of course, the Gaussian version of CLT can be not relevant if some of the conditions for this version is not fulfilled. The symmetric Lvy distribution as the generalization of the Gaussian distribution can be used:
The parameter α is refereed as the index of stability or Lvy exponent. One should mention that there is strong correlation between parameters ( non-diagonal likelihood ∂ 2 L ∂ λ ∂ α and similar matrix elements are not zero). For this reason one has to search a local minimum of L with additional limitations of fit parameters :
Levy formula looks a bit strange for experimentalists if α would be non-integer. However in the case of 'phase transition' many characteristics near this phase transition have the form like A = A 0 * (T − T c ) α where T c is the temperature of the transition and non-integer α is calculated via the particular dynamics of the transition. Thus in the case of hadronization (a transition from Quark Gluon Plasma to hadrons) some noninteger power is not excluded.
One can try to find out the best α by a fit of C 2 (Q) distribution without any limitations on fit parameters. Fig 1a shows the fit result. Fit χ 2 /ndo f is nearly acceptable with α ∼ 0.3 but with no sense values of parameters. After parameters limitation the fit looks reasonable ( Fig 1b) with a maximal λ = 1 and α ∼ 0.7 However fit confidence level is miserable .
To investigate the sensitivity of data fits with the Levy exponent as a parameter one should make number of fits similar to mentioned above with different α fixed and to look fits results -χ 2 /ndo f , λ and R values. Results of such scan are presented in Fig 2. One can see from Fig 2a that the fit with Levy formula with α ≃ .7 has the lowest χ 2 /ndo f . This confirms what we have seen already (Fig 1b) . However fit Confidence level ( χ 2 /ndo f ) is very low. Possible reason for unacceptable χ 2 /ndo f might be strong dependencies of α, R and λ on multiplicity (N ch ) and BEC pair average transverse momentum k t =| ( p 1t + p 2t ) | /2 . To avoid such problems, one should use in fits appropriate small cells of the final state phase space (N ch , k t ) with parameter limitations applied. In the following we will compare such fits with fits results with fixed α = 1, corresponding to the exponential formula [1] , used in the nearly all previous BEC studies. Fig 3-5 show results of fits performed in (N ch , k t ) cells . Fig 3 shows the values of R found from fits in small cells cells (N ch , k t ). In all fits λ ≤ 1. Fig 3a corresponds to fits when α is free. There is large change of R value from ∼ 1 fm if N ch < 10 up to ∼ 4 fm at high multiplicity. Fig 3b is related to fits where α is fixed to 1 ( equivalent exponential formula). The value of R parameter is also rising but up to only ∼ 2 fm at high multiplicity.There are significant dependence on k t value for all cases. The fits CL is equally good in all fits (Fig 4) . 
Conclusions
Levy distribution function has strong correlations between parameters. BEC has a natural limitation of strength parameter λ ≤ 1. If all Levy parameters are free ( except limitation of 0 < λ ≤ 1 and 0 < α ≤ 2) the χ 2 minimization program finds the "local" minimum with maximal value of λ = 1. There is an alternative way -to fix Levy stability parameter α and again find a local minimum now with free λ . As an alternative we have chosen α = 1, well known exponential parametrization.Note in the case of a free α we get α less than 1 and up to twice larger radius than that in the case of α=1. On the other hand for α=1 the correlation strength is smaller. Such difference reflects strong correlation between Levy parameters. However based on pure statistical criteria one can NOT discriminate any alternative.
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